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ABSTRACT 

Background: Hereditary spastic paraplegia (HSP) comprises a group of rare 

neurodegenerative disorders characterized by progressive spasticity and hyperreflexia of the 

legs. Neurogenic bladder dysfunction is a well-recognized problem in patients with HSP, but 

it has not yet been described systematically in the literature. The aim of this study was to 

provide an evidential overview of the ways in which urinary dysfunction presents in HSP.  

Methods: Forty-nine patients with HSP were included and underwent evaluation. A history 

was followed by a semi-structured interview and, in those patients who consented, 

measurement of residual volume of urine (PVR) and urodynamic evaluation.  

Results: Thirty-eight subjects (77.6%) reported some type of urinary symptom. Subjective 

complaints of bladder problems showed a correlation with verified urinary dysfunction. There 

were no significant differences in the occurrence of urinary disturbances between the pure and 

complex forms of HSP (pHSP and cHSP, respectively). The most frequent symptoms were 

incontinence (69.4%), hesitancy (59.2%), increased frequency of micturition (55.1%), and 

urgency (51.0%). Incomplete bladder emptying was the rarest (36.7%). The most common 

combination of symptoms was to have all of them (14.3%). Incomplete bladder emptying as a 

complaint was associated with an increased risk of PVR. Women had a higher risk of 

increased voiding frequency. 

Conclusions: To our knowledge, this work is the first systematic and disease-oriented 

overview of neurogenic bladder disturbances in patients with HSP. Our results may be useful 

to the clinicians who work with HSP patients, allowing them to make appropriate screening 

and management decisions. 



INTRODUCTION 

Hereditary spastic paraplegia (HSP) is a group of rare neurodegenerative disorders 

characterized by progressive spasticity and hyperreflexia of the lower limbs. HSP has marked 

clinical and genetic heterogeneity. Although it is often referred to as Strümpell-Lorrain 

disease, it has been suggested that the term hereditary spastic paraparesis is more 

appropriate.[1] The main anatomo-pathological hallmark of HSP is retrograde degeneration of 

the cortico-spinal tracts and of the posterior columns. The disorder is classified clinically into 

“pure” (pHSP) and “complex” (cHSP) forms. Patients with the pHSP form present with 

spasticity and motor deficit in the legs, brisk reflexes, and Babinski’s sign, often accompanied 

by deep sensory impairment and sphincter disturbances. The cHSP form is associated with a 

number of other neurological or extra-neurological features, such as ataxia, distal 

amyotrophy, cognitive impairment, optic neuropathy, and retinopathy, among others.[2] 

Although, neurogenic bladder dysfunctions, which are those that result from interference with 

the normal nerve pathways associated with urination, are a well-recognized problem in 

patients with HSP, they have not yet been described systematically in the literature. A 

PubMed search using the terms “HSP” and “voiding” currently returns two publications;  

“HSP” and “sphincter” return eight; “HSP” and “urinary” return 12 ; and  “HSP” and 

“bladder” return nine. Overall, this yields a total of 22 publications, the earliest dated 

1973.[3–24] A number of these are review articles that describe HSP in general, but do not 

focus on bladder dysfunction. 

The aim of this study was to provide an evidential overview of urinary dysfunction 

presentations in HSP. 

 

METHODS 



This study was approved by Ethics Review Committee on Human Research of the 

University of Tartu.  

Patients who had been diagnosed with HSP, as defined by the diagnostic criteria 

described by Fink et al. and summarized by Reid, were invited to participate in the study.[25-

26] Contact information was acquired from an epidemiological study performed in 

Estonia.[27] Forty-nine of the 59 Estonian patients with HSP who were invited (30 men and 

19 women) agreed to participate in this study and gave written, informed consent. Of these, 

41 (84%) were diagnosed with pHSP and 8 (16%) with cHSP. Nine participants (18%) had 

mutations in the SPG4 gene. The mean age of the participants was 50.9 years, ranging 

between 11 and 75 years. The mean disease duration was 20.2 years, and ranged from 3 to 42 

years.  

All subjects were questioned in general about both distressing and more benign 

problems with their bladder function. Distressing problems were defined as those causing a 

major impact on lifestyle. This history was followed by a semi-structured interview conducted 

by the qualified nurse continence advisor. She specifically inquired as to urinary frequency, 

urgency, hesitancy, incomplete bladder emptying, and incontinence. Patients were asked 

whether they had a history of urinary tract infections. After the interview, all subjects were 

evaluated for residual volume of urine (PVR) and urinalysis. Frequency of micturition was 

considered to be elevated if it exceeded 8 times in 24 hours and the patient had less than 6 

hours of uninterrupted sleep. 

PVR was measured by BladderScan (model BVI 2500, DxU Diagnostic Ultrasound 

Corporation). Clinically relevant incomplete emptying was defined as PVR greater than 100 

ml, measured immediately after voiding. For urodynamic evaluation, the consenting patients 

were divided into two groups depending upon whether or not they had PVR. 



Forty-five of the 49 patients agreed to be evaluated for spasticity and mobility. 

Modified Ashworth scale (MAS) and measurement of walking speed were used for the 

evaluation (the detailed results are described elsewhere).[28]   

Statistical analysis 

Frequencies of the study variables were determined. The Fisher's exact test or the Chi-square 

test were used to assess the associations. A Spearman’s rank correlation analysis was applied 

to investigate the effects of MAS on complaints of urinary dysfunction and PVR. Results are 

presented by odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence interval (95% CI) or correlation 

coefficients (CC). Free software R (version 2.2) was used for all statistical analysis. A p value 

less than 0.05 was defined as statistically significant. 

 

RESULTS  

Of the 49 participants, 38 (77.6%) spontaneously complained of at least one urinary 

symptom. There was no statistically significant difference between patients with or without 

mutations in the SPG4 gene (p = 0.40). The following symptoms were reported: frequency 

(20 patients); urgency (19); incontinence (16); hesitancy (12); and incomplete emptying (12), 

showing no correlation with the presence or absence of the mutations in the SPG4 gene (with 

p value ranging from 0.4545 to 1.0). Distressing symptoms were reported by 21 patients, and 

non-distressing symptoms by 18. There was no statistically significant difference between 

patients with or without mutations in the SPG4 gene (p = 0.6339). The presence of complaints 

was not influenced by neither the degree of spasticity (p = 0.936) nor the walking speed (p = 

0.100).  



During the semi-structured interview, the following problems were identified: 

incontinence (34 patients, 69.4%); hesitancy (29, 59.2%); increased frequency of micturition 

(27, 55.1%); urgency (25, 51.0%); and incomplete bladder emptying (18, 36.7%) (table 1). 

 

Table 1. The occurrence of different types of urinary dysfunction 

Type of dysfunction N (%) 

 

 FR HE IN UR IE 

+ + + + + 7 (14.3) 

+ + + - + 6 (12.2) 

+ - + + - 5 (10.2) 

+ + + + - 4 (8.2) 

- + + + - 2 (4.1) 

- + + - - 2 (4.1) 

- + - + - 2 (4.1) 

- + - - - 2 (4.1) 

- + + - + 2 (4.1) 

- - + + - 2 (4.1) 

- - + - + 1 (2.0) 

- + - + + 1 (2.0) 

+ + + - - 1 (2.0) 

+ - + - - 1 (2.0) 

+ - + - + 1 (2.0) 

+ - - + - 1 (2.0) 

+ - - - - 1 (2.0) 

- - - + - 1 (2.0) 

- - - - - 7 (14.3) 

TOTAL 49 (100) 

FR = frequency; HE = hesitancy; IN = incontinence; UR = urgency; IE = incomplete emptying; N = number of 

subjects. 

 



Seven patients (14.3%) had all of the aforementioned complaints (frequency, hesitancy, 

urgency, incontinence and incomplete emptying). Isolated mild hesitancy was revealed in two 

men, and isolated urgency by one woman, who had no spontaneous complaints and whose 

PVR was within normal limits. All other subjects without complaints tested normal during the 

interview. Different combinations of the various subtypes of urinary dysfunction were present 

in all subjects with non-distressing symptoms (n = 18). All patients complaining of distressing 

urinary problems had incontinence, with only 2 denying an increased frequency of urination. 

The presence of complaints showed a positive correlation with verified urinary dysfunction 

(table 2). 

 

Table 2. The frequency and correlation between subjective and actual urinary dysfunction. 

Non-distressing complaints were defined as those that do not compel the patients to make 

changes in their everyday activities. Significance was defined as p < 0.05. 

 

Complaints of urinary dysfunction Actual urinary dysfunction 

Yes No 

No complaints 

Non-distressing problems  

Distressing problems 

3 (7%) 

18 (43%)  

21 (55%) 

7 (100%) 

0 (0%) 

0 (0%) 

Total 42 (100%) 7 (100%) 

p-value* <0.001 

*Fisher's exact test. 

 

Women had a higher risk of increased voiding frequency, with an OR of 5.625 (95% 

CI = 1.498-21.118, p = 0.0105). Otherwise, neither age, gender, nor disease duration were  

significant risk factors for any type of bladder disturbances in HSP (table 3). Twenty-one 

patients (42.9%) had a history of urinary tract infection.  

 



Table 3. Correlation between age and disease duration in subjects with different type of 

urinary disturbances. 

PVR = residual volume of urine; CI = 95% confidence interval; *Chi-square test. 

 

PVR was measured in all subjects. It was greater than 100 ml (range: 212–477 ml) in 5 

men and 1 woman. The presence of a PVR over 100 ml correlated negatively with walking 

speed (CC = -0.438; p = 0.003) and positively with the degree of spasticity in legs as 

measured at different levels, including hip abduction (CC = 0.398; p = 0.007). The complaint 

of incomplete bladder emptying showed a statistically significant correlation with an 

increased risk of the PVR exceeding 100 ml (OR = 2.426; 95% CI = 1.104-5.331; p = 0.027). 

The presence of a PVR over 100 ml tended to be a risk factor for urinary infection (OR = 5.2; 

95% CI = 0.929-29.095), although it did not reach the level of statistical significance (p = 

0.0606). Less than 100 ml (range: 5-73 ml) was detected in another 24 subjects. 

On urodynamic evaluation, two groups, consisting of 4 consenting patients each who 

either did or did not have PVR, were compared. Three out of 4 patients with PVR showed 

dyssynergy and were unable to void independently. Dyssynergy was noted in only one patient 

without PVR, whose voiding was independent. Three of 6 patients with more than 100 ml of 

PVR were currently performing clean intermittent self-catheterisation (CIC). Two of 6 had 

performed CIC in the past but had discontinued it for personal reasons. One of 6 patients had 

never performed CIC. 

 Frequency Hesitancy Urgency Incontinence PVR 

Age 

 

 

Odds ratio 

(95% CI) 

1.025 

(0.985-1.067)  

1.030 

(0.989-1.073) 

0.982 

(0.943-1.022) 

1.034 

(0.991-1.078) 

1.022 

(0.978-1.067) 

p-value* 0.228 0.158 0.364 0.125 0.336 

Disease 

duration 

 

Odds ratio 

(95% CI) 

1.012 

(0.959-1.067)  

1.053 

(0.994-1.115) 

1.021 

(0.968-1.077) 

1.026 

(0.968-1.088) 

1.017 

(0.963-1.075) 

p-value* 0.674 0.081 0.454 0.393 0.539 



Seventeen of 49 patients used oxybutynine, 11 regularly and 6 intermittently. Thirteen 

of 27 patients with subjective complaints of frequency and 7 of the 25 who complained of 

urgency used oxybutynine. All 17 subjects who used oxybutynine complained of continuing 

incontinence. 

There were no statistically significant differences in the occurrence of urinary tract 

disturbances between pHSP and cHSP forms (78 and 75%, respectively).  

 

DISCUSSION  

The published literature contains a number of reports, descriptive or interventional, 

concerning the relationship between HSP and voiding.[4] Absent, however, has been an 

overview encompassing the occurrence, type, and severity of neurogenic bladder dysfunctions 

in HSP and of sufficient scope allow the disease to be evaluated as a distinct nosologic unit 

without further sub-classification. In this study, we have demonstrated that symptoms related 

to bladder disturbance are common in HSP, with up to 78% of patients reporting some kind of 

urinary dysfunction. This suggests that a substantial proportion of HSP patients are at risk for 

neurogenic voiding problems. When a neurological condition affects the function of bladder, 

the urinary symptoms can take different forms, including urgent, frequent, or hesitant voiding, 

incontinence, or partial emptying. Each of these neurourological symptoms was present in 

some proportion of the HSP patients studied here. The most frequent complaints were 

incontinence and hesitancy of voiding, which should therefore be assessed in any clinical 

evaluation of HSP patients. The most prevalent combination of symptoms, reported by 15% 

of subjects, was the entire set of complaints (table 1). Hence, to ensure that patients with HSP 

receive the appropriate treatment, care should be taken to thoroughly assess all potential 

urinary complaints. 



In this study, the presence of the complaints usually indicated urinary dysfunction that 

could be verified. Conversely, our results suggest that it is highly improbable that 

asymptomatic HSP patients have verifiable urinary dysfunction (table 2). This may provide a 

useful guide in clinical practice to identify, based on history, those HSP patients needing more 

extensive investigation of bladder dysfunction. Other clinical clues are the degree of spasticity 

and the walking speed, which are the clinical hallmarks of disability in HSP. We found, that 

both parameters could be used as predictors of neurourological disturbances – the higher the 

spasticity and the lower the mobility are, the higher risk of bladder dysfunction is.  

It is well documented that incomplete bladder emptying is a significant risk factor for 

symptomatic urinary tract infections and upper urinary tract complications. Fortunately, this 

neuro-urological problem is relatively easy to manage: PVR volume greater then 100 ml 

requires CIC. [29] Consequently, it is important to identify patients who may require the 

procedure. In the current study, some patients who did complain about incomplete bladder 

emptying had an increased PVR volume, including values exceeding 100 ml (OR = 2.4). 

Those with PVR had a higher incidence of dyssynergy on urodynamic evaluation, when 

compared with HSP patients without PVR (3/4 and 1/4, respectively). Unfortunately, in our 

study the total number of patients who agreed to participate in urodynamic evaluation was too 

small either to perform adequate statistical analysis or to draw meaningful conclusions. 

However, the clinical relevance of this possible trend is clear, as the simultaneous contraction 

of the sphincter and the detrusor can result in high intravesicular pressure, potentially 

endangering the upper urinary tract.[30] Interestingly, our results indicated that the percentage 

of HSP patients who had elevated PVR was relatively low, at approximately 12%. Hence, 

close observation of these at-risk patients is crucial so that timely implementation of 

appropriate treatment can be used to avoid possible serious complications.  



PVR values over 100 ml were also associated with an increased risk of symptomatic 

lower urinary tract infection (OR = 5.2). However, in our study this correlation was a trend 

that failed to reach statistical significance, unlike the more definitive results that have been 

reported for studies of CNS disorders like multiple sclerosis (MS), spinal cord lesions, and 

others, where the relationship between PVR and lower urinary tract infection is well-

established.[31] This might be explained by the nature of the disease, since HSP affects the 

pyramidal tract, and thus spares the sensory feedback from the bladder. In MS and in most of 

other spinal lesions, the afferent impulses from the bladder are usually impaired, which may 

be related to the fact that, in those cases, the patient only becomes aware of the residual 

volume at higher values.   

The absence of an observed correlation between bladder dysfunction and disease 

duration may be explained by the typically benign course of HSP. The differences in age and 

gender upon clinical presentation, including the extent of urinary disturbances, are potentially 

related to different genetic forms of the disease. However, it is controversial due to a great 

variability of the disorder with the same genetic basis (including intrafamilial variations).[32]  

Our results further indicated that both the pHSP and cHSP clinical forms of the 

disease are associated with a similar incidence of urinary dysfunction (78 and 75%, 

respectively). In terms of prevalence, character and severity of neurourological complaints we 

did not find any differences between patients with or without mutations in the SPG4 gene. 

Although some studies have suggested that the clinical and genetic forms of HSP differ in the 

prevalence of bladder dysfunction, this is still under debate, and any differences may simply 

be related to the extent of pyramidal involvement.[1] The same conclusion was drawn from 

the studies of other neurological conditions, such as MS, that similarly affect pyramidal 

pathways and produce urinary symptoms.[33] 



This study has some limitations. Despite a substantial total number of participants, 

some subgroups were too small for firm conclusions to be drawn from the observed trends, 

highlighting the need for further investigation in this area. In addition, this descriptive study 

depended on the patients' own reports, which are by their nature subjective. Nevertheless, all 

efforts were made to reduce any possible biases.  

To conclude, this work is, to our knowledge, the first systematic and disease-oriented 

overview of neurogenic bladder disturbances in patients with HSP. HSP is a relatively rare 

neurodegenerative disorder, making it difficult to study many of its manifestations, including 

bladder disturbances. Nonetheless, we suggest that all attempts should be made to quantify the 

presence of urinary symptoms in HSP. The results may help to guide the clinicians who treat 

HSP patients to select the appropriate screening and management protocols. 
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